
19. Signaling Games∗

Asymmetric information often leads to bad – inefficient – outcomes. There is a positive

probability that bargaining between a buyer and seller will break down. There is some

chance that states negotiating over an issue will go to war. High-quality sellers may not

participate. Insurance markets sometimes collapse.

Actors often benefit from knowing who they are facing and are willing to bear some

cost in order to learn about the other player’s type. An actor learns in games (and often

real life!) by observing what another actor does and then reasoning backwards from that

observation to update her beliefs about who she is facing. If, for example, a patient

buyer-type is more likely to reject a high price than an impatient buyer-type is, the seller

should become more confident that she is facing the patient type after the proposed price

is rejected. These updated beliefs may ultimately lead the seller to lower the price. But, of

course, the impatient buyer-type knows the seller is trying to reason backwards from any

observed action and may try to “jam” this learning process by bluffing, i.e., by behaving

as if she were patient and, at least for a while, rejecting high-price offers too.

So far learning has not played any role in the asymmetric-information games that we

have analyzed. In the buyer-seller and territorial-dispute games in Chapter 17 as well

as in the adverse-selection models of the previous chapter, the uninformed player moved

first. The informed actor with private information moved after that and the game ended.

There is no meaningful learning in these games because the game ends immediately after

the informed player acts. The uninformed player never gets the chance to update her

initial beliefs about the other player in light of what she saw that player do and then

act on those updated beliefs. As a result, the informed actor never has to worry about

what her actions might reveal to the uninformed actor because the game ends before the

uninformed actor can act.

Signaling games are the simplest setting in which there is meaningful learning. The

informed actor moves first in a signaling game by taking some action. Having seen what

the informed actor did, the uninformed actor updates her beliefs and then moves and the

game ends. In the language of signaling games, the sender has private information and

∗These are lecture notes for PS135/Econ110 at UC Berkeley by Robert Powell.
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begins the game by sending a signal to the receiver. The receiver then updates her prior

beliefs about the sender’s type to form posterior beliefs before making a game-ending

move.

Two kinds of signaling-game equilibria will be of special interest, one in which there

is complete or maximal learning and one in which there is no learning. Each sender-type

sends a different signal in a separating equilibrium. Because each sender-type behaves

in a distinct way, the receiver can unambiguously reason backward from the signal she

just saw to conclude that she is facing the one sender-type that would have sent that

signal. There is maximal learning in a separating equilibrium.

By contrast there is no learning in a pooling equilibrium in which all sender-types

“pool” on taking the same action, i.e., every sender-type’s strategy is the same as every

other sender-type’s. Because every sender-type is equally likely to send the same signal,

the receiver does not learn anything from seeing that action. Learning is completely

jammed in a pooling equilibrium, and the receiver’s “updated” posterior beliefs are the

same as her original prior beliefs.

We start by analyzing an example in which a Congressional Representative is trying to

determine how important an issue is a key interest group in her district based on how the

interest groups lobbies. The interest group is the sender, the kind of lobbying campaign

the interest group mounts is the signal, and the Representative is the receiver.

19.1 A signaling game: Lobbying.

A Representative, R, is trying to decide how to vote on a major piece of legislation. She is

inclined to vote “no” based on her own review of the merits but is also interested in know-

ing what a key public interest group in her district thinks. She knows the interest group

generally supports the legislation but is unsure of the strength of the group’s support.

She believes that there is a fifty percent chance that the group’s support is strong and

a fifty percent chance that the group’s support is relatively weak. If the interest group’s

support is strong and passage is very important to the group, then R, taking the group’s

views into account, will vote “yes.” If, however, the interest group only weakly supports

the legislation and passage is not a high priority for the group, then R will vote “no.”
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Figure 19.1: The lobbying signaling game.

The interest group has to decide about the type of lobbying campaign it will mount

in order to convince the Representative to support the legislation. The group can either

launch a “cheap” campaign or an “expensive” one. An expensive campaign involves,

among other things, organizing many personal visits of community and business leaders

to the Representative’s office in Washington, D.C. and back in district. A cheap campaign

involves form letters, emails, and robo-calls.

We can think of this interaction as a signaling game. The interest group is the sender

and is trying to signal the strength of its support by running a cheap or expensive lobbying

campaign. The Representative is the receiver and decides how to vote after seeing the

type of lobbying campaign and updating her prior beliefs in light of the type of campaign.

The game in Figure 19.1 models the interaction. R is unsure if she is facing group-

type IS that strongly supports passage or group-type IW that weakly supports passage.

The prior probability of facing each type is 1/2, and Nature begins the game by choosing

which type R will actually face. The interest group-type then decides whether to run a
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cheap campaign or an expensive one. The Representative sees the kind of campaign the

group runs. If she sees an expensive campaign, she is at the information set on the right.

If she sees a cheap campaign, she is at the information set at the left. After seeing what

the group does, the Representative updates her beliefs about the type she is facing and

then decides whether to vote “yes” or “no.”

R’s payoffs capture the idea that she prefers to vote “no” if facing an interest group

that only weakly supports the legislation and “yes” if facing a group that strongly supports

the legislation. That is, R is facing IW at the lower nodes in her two information sets.

Voting no at these nodes brings 7 while voting yes brings the lower payoff of zero. If, by

contrast, R is facing IS, i.e., R is at the upper node in an information set, then she prefers

to vote yes. The problem of course is that R cannot tell if she is facing IS or IW .

Turning to the interest group’s payoffs, c is the additional cost the group pays if it

runs an expensive campaign. The strong interest group-type IS gets 4+v if the legislation

passes where v measures the strength of the group’s support. The larger v, the higher the

group’s payoff if the legislation passes. We start with the case in which v = 4 and c = 5

which give the payoffs shown in the Figure 19.1.

We are going to find the equilibria of the game. But before doing so, we need to go

beyond subgame perfection to develop a more powerful equilibrium concept for dealing

with the credibility problem. The next section explains why we need a more powerful tool

and what the tool is.

19.2 Perfect Bayesian equilibria.

Observe that the signaling game in Figure 19.1 only has one subgame, namely, the game

itself. This means that any Nash profile is also subgame perfect because any Nash profile

is also Nash in all of the signaling game’s subgames. But as we have seen since we first

analyzed the basic deterrence game, inherently incredible threats and promises can be

part of Nash equilibria in dynamic interactions. The game in Figure 19.2 highlights this

point.
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Figure 19.2: Incredible threats in a subgame perfect equilibrium.

19.2.1 An incredible subgame perfect equilibrium.

The following strategy profile n∗ of the game in Figure 19.2 is both Nash and subgame

perfect.

• sender-type S ′ plays left;

• sender-type S plays left;

• R plays down after seeing right and up after seeing left.

To verify that no one has a profitable deviation and therefore that n∗ is Nash, note that

S gets 6 in n∗ while deviating to right would bring the worse payoff of -6. S ′ gets 4 in

n∗ while deviation would yield -10. Finally, R’s payoff to following its strategy is 4 if R

is at node [3] and 20 if R is at [4]. R, however, is unsure of where it is but believes that

the probability of being at [3] is 1/4 and at [4] is 3/4, so R’s expected payoff going up

after “left” is 4(1/4) + 20(3/4) = 16. Deviating by playing ”down” after left is clearly

not profitable as it brings 6 at both [3] and [4]. As for deviations at R’s information
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set after seeing “right,” what R does at that information set has no effect on R’s payoff

because this information set is off the equilibrium path, i.e., neither S nor S ′ play “right.”

Regardless of what R would do after seeing “right,” R gets 16 as long as it plays up at

the left information set. R’s strategy is therefore a best response and n∗ is Nash.

The profile n∗ is also subgame perfect. The game in Figure 19.2, like the lobbying

game and the simple poker game in Figure 19.3, only has one subgame which is the game

itself. The Nash profile n∗ is therefore Nash in each and every one of the game’s subgames

and hence subgame perfect.

But is n∗ a plausible prediction about how the interaction will unfold? R clearly has

an incentive to threaten to play down at its right information set. If the threat is believed,

the other player-types will go left. This gives R a payoff of 16 whereas the best she could

do at the right information set is get a payoff of -20. But is the threat credible?

If R finds herself at the information set on the right, she is sure to get -20 if she plays

up. If she plays down and is at the top node, she will get -60. If she is at the lower node,

she will get -80. Regardless of which node she is at, she does worse by playing down

rather than up, so the threat to play down seems incredible. Yet this threat can be part

of a subgame perfect equilibrium!

The fundamental limitation of subgame perfection is that cutting a game up into its

subgames and then requiring a profile to be Nash in all of the subgames can eliminate

some implausible predictions. But it may not eliminate all of them. An incredible threat

may be still be part of the Nash equilibria of one or more subgames.

This is especially likely to be the case in asymmetric-information games. The third

step in describing an asymmetric-information interaction as an incomplete-information

game is stitching the trees together with information sets (see chapter 17). The resulting

incomplete-information game often has very few subgames. Often the only subgame is

the game itself as in the lobbying game in Figure 19.1. Subgame perfection often has very

little power to eliminate implausible Nash equilibria when there are few subgames.

In short, subgame perfection provides a start on eliminating the implausible Nash

equilibria of a dynamic interaction. But we need to do more by dealing with credibility

at individual information sets and not just in subgames. This is the motivation behind a
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perfect Bayesian equilibrium.

19.2.2 Assessments and beliefs.

The first step in describing a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is to define a belief system or

belief profile. Recall that a player’s strategy specifies what that player does at every one

of its information sets. A belief system for a player specifies what that player believes

at every one of its information sets.

For example, the receiver R has two information sets in the game in Figure 19.2, Ir

after the sender plays “right” and Il after the sender plays “left.” The receiver will know

if she is at Ir or Il. But if sees “right” and therefore knows that she is at Ir, she will not

know if she is at the top node, that is, node [1] facing S ′, or if she at the bottom node [2]

facing S. Similarly, if she sees “left” and therefore knows that she is at Il, she will not

know if she is at the top node [3], i.e., facing S ′, or at the bottom node [4]. R’s belief

system specifies the probabilities that she thinks she is at each of these nodes. Let bR(n|I)

be the probability that R is at node n in information set I. Then one belief system for R

is to be at the top node in Ir with probability 2/3, bR(1|Ir) = 2/3; the bottom node with

probability 1/3, bR(2|Ir) = 1/3; the top node in Il with probability 2/5, bR(3|Il) = 2/5;

and the bottom node with probability 3/5, bR(4|Il) = 3/5.

Note that the sum of the probabilities over all of the nodes in a given information set

must add up to one. The player, in this case R, knows she is at a particular information,

say Ir. Indeed, the ability to distinguish between information sets is what makes an

information set and information set! What R cannot do is distinguish where she is in an

information set. Knowing that she is at Ir, R knows that she must be at [1] or [2] and

hence that bR(1|Ir) and bR(2|Ir) must sum to one. Similarly, the sum of the probabilities of

the nodes in Il must also be one. More generally, let I be any information set belonging

to player A, then bA(n|I) is the probability that A is at node n given that she is in

information set I where the sum of the probabilities over the nodes in I must be one:∑
n∈I bA(n|I) = 1.

In the simple poker game in Figure 19.3, player I has two information sets, the one

at the bottom where she is holding a red card and the one at the top where she has a
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Figure 19.3: Beliefs in simple poker.

black card. Her belief system specifies what she believes if she has a red card, i.e., the

probability of being at node [1] or [2], as well as what she believes if she has a black card,

i.e., the probability of being at [3] or [4]. Letting pi be the probability of being at node [i ],

I ’s set of possible believes are any four probabilities p1, p2, p3 and p4 such that p1 +p2 = 1

and p3 + p4 = 1. To emphasize the point, these are the possible beliefs, not necessarily

sensible beliefs just as a player’s strategies are the possible ways of playing the game, not

necessarily sensible ways of playing. Similarly, II ’s belief system specifies his beliefs if he

is at the information set on the left where he is holding a red card (i.e., at nodes [5] and

[6]) and at the information set on the right where he has a black card.

In sum, a player’s strategy associates an action with each of her information sets.

A player’s belief system associates a probability distribution over the nodes in each of

her information sets. A strategy profile is a strategy for every player. A belief profile

is belief system for every player. A belief profile specifies a probability distribution at

every information set in the game just as a strategy profile specifies an action at every

information set. An assessment is composed of a strategy profile and a belief profile.
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19.2.3 Perfect Bayesian equilibria in signaling games with two sender-types
and two signals.

A Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile that satisfies certain conditions, namely, that

each actor is playing a best-response to the other actors’ strategies. A subgame perfect

equilibrium is a strategy profile that satisfies additional conditions. The strategies must

be Nash in every subgame. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) is an assessment

that satisfies certain conditions. These conditions deal with the credibility problem by

requiring that each actor behaves optimally at every one of that actor’s information sets.

A player cannot threaten in a perfect Bayesian equilibrium to play in a way does not

maximize her payoff.

R, for example, cannot threaten to play down at the information set following “right”

in the game in Figure 19.2. No matter what she believes about being at node [1] or

[2], playing down always does strictly worse than going up so the threat to play down

is incredible. To see that down always does strictly worse than up regardless of what R

beliefs, let t be the probability that R is at node [1]. Then she strictly prefers playing up

to down whenever

UR(up) > UR(down)

t(−20) + (1− t)(−20) > t(−60) + (1− t)(−80)

t < 3.

Since t is a probability it must be between zero and one, so this condition always holds.

A perfect Bayesian equilibrium is an assessment that satisfies two conditions. First,

it must be sequentially rational: Each player must be playing optimally at each and

every information set given that player’s beliefs and the other players’ strategies. Second,

each actor’s beliefs must be “reasonable” or compatible with the other players’ strategies.

We will be looking for the perfect Bayesian equilibria of signaling games with two

sender-types and two signals in which the sender-types play pure strategies. Sequential

rationality and compatible beliefs in this setting are:

Strategy profile:

• Each sender-type plays a best response to the receiver’s strategy.
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• The receiver plays optimally at each information set taking an action that maximizes

her payoff given her beliefs.

Belief profile:

• If the sender-types separate by taking different actions, the receiver believes after

seeing a signal that she is facing the one type whose strategy was to send that signal.

• If the sender-types pool by taking the same action, then the receiver’s “updated”

beliefs after seeing that signal are the same as her initial beliefs. There is no restric-

tion on what the receiver believes after seeing an action that no sender-type was

supposed to take.1

It is important to emphasize three things about this definition. First, it imposes no

restriction on the receiver’s beliefs following an out-of-equilibrium signal. The receiver

could believe she is facing one sender-type for sure or the other sender-type for sure or

each with probability a half or anything else. The only requirement is that the receiver

has to play optimally by maximizing her payoff given whatever belief she has.

Second, why might it be sensible to define things this way and not impose any re-

strictions on the receiver’s beliefs at an off-the-equilibrium-path information set? The

underlying “meta-theory” motivating this assumption is this: Suppose the receiver ex-

pected both sender-types to take action a1. But what actually happens is that action

a2 was taken. The receiver now finds herself at the out-of-equilibrium information set

following a2 and has to decide what to do. Sequential rationality requires her to behave

optimally given her beliefs. But what is it sensible to believe about the types she is facing

given that both types’ strategies were to play a1?

The meta-theory underlying the notion of a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is that the

receiver believes that both sender-types intended to play according to their strategies and

to take action a1. But there is always a little bit of “noise” or slippage in the world between

what one intends and what actually happens. In other words, the receiver believes that

action a2 happened by accident. It was not the result of a deliberate decision on the part

1We do not have to specify the sender-types’ beliefs because there is only one decision
node in a sender-type’s information set. The probability of being at that node is one.
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of one of the sender-types. If the receiver believes that one sender-type is more accident

prone than the other, she should be more confident of facing that type. But if there is

no particular reason to believe that one type is any more accident prone than the other,

then any belief following a2 is as reasonable as any other.2

The third observation is that we have defined what it means for the players’ beliefs to

be “reasonable” in light of the strategy profile in a two-type, two-signal signaling game in

which the sender-types play pure strategies. Beliefs in a more general game where actors

may also be playing mixed strategies are reasonable if they are consistent with Bayes’ rule

where this rule applies. Defining this more precisely now would take us too far afield.3

19.3 Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the lobbying game.

We now return to the lobbying game to find its pure-strategy perfect Bayesian equilibria.

Solving for a game’s perfect Bayesian equilibria is the best tool we have for dealing with

the credibility problem and for making predictions about the outcome of dynamic strategic

interactions. We start by finding the separating equilibria.

19.3.1 Separating perfect Bayesian equilibria.

Recall that in a separating equilibrium each sender-type takes a different action. This in

turn implies that there is maximal learning. As soon as the receiver sees the action taken,

she can unambiguously reason backward from the observed action to conclude that she

is facing the one type whose strategy was to take the observed action. When there are

two-sender types and two signals as there are in the lobbying game, there are only two

possible ways that the sender-types can separate. Either the interest group that strongly

supports the legislation, IS, runs an expensive campaign and the weakly supportive type,

IW , runs a cheap campaign or vice-versa. We consider each in turn.

Is there a perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which IS runs a cheap campaign and IW runs

an expensive campaign as indicated in Figure 19.4? The only beliefs that are compatible

2Below we examine the implications of a different meta-theory in which the receiver
attributes a2 not to an accident but to a intentional action taken by a sender-type.

3See Steven Tadelis, Game Theory: An Introduction, for a more detailed discussion of
perfect Bayesian equilibria and Drew Fudenberg and Jean Tirole, Game Theory, for a still
more advanced discussion.
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Figure 19.4: Attempted separation in the lobbying game.

with these strategies are for the Representative to believe that she is facing IS with

probability one if shes sees a cheap campaign bc = 1 and for her to believe that she is

facing IW for sure if she sees an expensive campaign, i.e., be = 0. Having concluded after

a cheap campaign that she is facing the strongly supportive group, the Representative

plays optimally given her updated beliefs and votes yes at this information set. She votes

no after an expensive campaign after concluding that she is facing IW . This leaves the

assessment:

Strategy profile:

• IS runs a cheap campaign.

• IW conducts an expensive campaign.

• If R sees cheap, she votes yes. If R sees expensive, she votes no.

Belief profile:

• bc = 1.

• be = 0.

This assessment is clearly not an equilibrium as the group that weakly supports the

legislation can profitably deviate. If IW deviates from running an expensive campaign
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Figure 19.5: A separating PBE of the lobbying game.

and getting -5 to mimicking IS by running a cheap campaign, IW gets 4. In short, there

is no perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which the sender-types separate with IW running

an expensive campaign and IS running a cheap campaign. As we show below, separation

generally requires that stronger, more determined types take the more costly action while

weaker less determined types take the cheaper action.

Turning to the second possible way of separating, is there a perfect Bayesian equi-

librium in which IS runs an expensive campaign and IW runs a cheap campaign as in

Figure 19.5? Belief compatibility now requires that the Representative believes she is

facing IS with probability one if shes sees an expensive campaign be = 1 and to believe

she is facing IW for sure with bc = 0 if she sees a cheap campaign. Sequential rationality

then implies that R votes yes after expensive and no after cheap. The last step is to verify

that both types of interest groups are playing a best response which they are. Summing

up, the unique separating perfect Bayesian equilibrium is

Strategy profile:

• IS mounts an expensive campaign.
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• IW runs a cheap campaign.

• If R sees expensive, she votes yes. If R sees cheap, she votes no.

Belief profile:

• be = 1.

• bc = 0.

19.3.2 Bluffing and separating.

Bluffing is always possible and completely successful in a separating equilibrium. When

each type is supposed to take a different action, any sender-type can convince the receiver

that she is facing any other type by taking the action that that other type was supposed to

take. In the separating equilibrium of the lobbying game, the Representative believes she is

facing the interest group-type that strongly supports the legislation if she sees an expensive

campaign. It follows that the weakly supportive group, IW , can bluff by mimicking

the strong type by running an expensive campaign. Seeing an expensive campaign, the

Representative incorrectly concludes that she is facing the strong type and votes yes.

Although bluffing is always possible in a separating equilibrium, no type ever bluffs

(otherwise there would not be complete separation). Separation requires that mimicking

another type not be a profitable deviation. A type’s upside gain from convincing the

receiver that he is some other type must be outweighed by the cost of mimicking that

other type.

In the separating equilibrium of the lobbying game, the weak group IW runs a cheap

campaign. After seeing a cheap campaign, R infers that she is facing IW and votes no,

leaving IW a payoff of 0. If IW mimics IS by running an expensive campaign, she can

effective “buy” a yes vote. The upside of this is a gain of 4. The downside is that IW

must pay the additional cost of c where we no longer assume specific values for c and v.

Bluffing will not be profitable as long as the cost outweighs the upside gain: 0 ≥ 4 − c

or c ≥ 4. If the cost is less than this, the upside gain for mimicking IS will outweigh the

cost. Deviation will now be profitable, and the separating equilibrium collapses.

Separation also requires that IS cannot profitably mimic IW . IS’s gain from mimicking

IW is saving the cost running an expensive campaign. The downside is a no vote instead

of a yes vote. Bluffing will not be profitable for IS as long as 4 + v − c ≥ 0 or c ≤ 4 + v.
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Figure 19.6: Pooling on expensive.

Putting these two incentive compatibility conditions together, neither type can prof-

itably mimic the other and equilibrium separation is only possible when 4 ≤ c ≤ 4 + v.

If the cost of appearing “tough” is too small (c < 4), the weak group will want to mimic

the strong and separation will no longer be equilibrium behavior. If cost of being tough

is too high (c > v + 4), appearing tough will not even be worth it to a tough type and

separation will also collapse.

19.3.3 Pooling perfect Bayesian equilibria.

There are only two potential ways to pool when there are only two signals. Both sender-

types can run an expensive campaign or both can run a cheap campaign. Suppose both

run an expensive campaign as in Figure 19.6. Pooling completely jams any learning.

When both types are equally likely to take the same action, seeing that action does

not help the receiver to distinguish between the two sender-types. Belief compatibility

requires R’s “updated” beliefs be unchanged from her initial prior beliefs leaving be = 1/2.

R’s payoff to yes given these beliefs is (1/2)3 + (1/2)0 = 3/2 while the payoff to no is
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Figure 19.7: A first attempt at pooling on cheap.

(1/2)0 + (1/2)7 = 7/2. Sequential rationality then implies that R must vote no after

expensive.

It is clear already that there cannot be a perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which there

is pooling on expensive. IW ’s payoff to following its strategy of running an expensive

campaign is -5 given that the Representative votes no after seeing the pooled action. If

however IW deviates to cheap, the worst the group could possibly do is get zero. Playing

cheap is sure to be a profitable deviation, so IW ’s running an expensive campaign cannot

be part of a sequentially rational assessment. (IS is also sure to do better by playing

cheap than by pooling on expensive.)

Suppose instead that both types pool the other way by running a cheap campaign (see

Figure 19.7). As before, pooling completely jams any learning so R’s “updated” beliefs

after seeing a cheap campaign are bc = 1/2. Sequential rationality again implies that R

must vote no given these beliefs.

If pooling on cheap is to be equilibrium behavior for the two interest group types,

running an expensive campaign cannot be a profitable deviation. Whether deviating is
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Figure 19.8: Pooling on cheap.

profitable depends on what R will do if she sees an expensive campaign. If the Represen-

tative votes yes after seeing an expensive campaign as indicated in Figure 19.7, then IS

will have a profitable deviation. Following its pooling strategy of running a cheap cam-

paign brings 0 while deviating to an expensive campaign yields 3. This implies that there

is no perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which both interest group types pool on mounting

a cheap campaign and the Representative votes yes after an expensive campaign.

Suppose instead that the Representative will vote no after an expensive campaign as

shown in Figure 19.8. Clearly, neither IW nor IS can profitably deviate from a cheap

campaign as each would go from a payoff of 0 to a payoff of -5.

The final step in seeing if any pooling PBEs exist is to specify what the Representative

believes after seeing an expensive campaign. Recall that belief compatibility does not put

any restrictions on what R might believe, i.e., on the value of be. But sequential rationality

does. Sequential rationality requires that R vote in a way that maximizes her payoff. That

is, R’s payoff to voting no must be at least as large as her payoff to voting yes which in

turn requires
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UR(no) ≥ UR(yes)

be · 0 + (1− be)· 7 ≥ be · 3 + (1− be)· 0

be ≤ 7/10. (19.1)

In words, in order to vote no after an expensive campaign, the Representative has to be

sufficiently confident that she is facing the weak group.

Summing up, we have found infinitely many pure-strategy pooling perfect Bayesian

equilibria. They all have the same strategy profile, and the Representative’s beliefs after

experiencing a campaign are the same (bc = 1/2). The assessments differ only on what

the Representative believes after an expensive campaign. For any value of be ∈ [0, 7/10],

the following is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium:

Strategy profile:

• IS runs a cheap campaign.

• IW runs a cheap campaign.

• If R sees cheap, she votes no. If R sees expensive, she votes no.

Belief profile:

• bc = 1/2.

• be.

In addition to the pure-strategy pooling perfect Bayesian equilibria, there are also

mixed-strategy pooling equilibria. In order to ensure that expensive is not a profitable

deviation for either interest group type, R only has to vote no with a sufficiently high

probability after an expensive campaign. Let ne be the probability that the R votes no

after expensive. Then expensive will not be a profitable deviation for IS as long as

US(cheap) ≥ US(expensive)

0 ≥ ne(−5) + (1− ne)(3)

ne ≥ 3/8.

(You should be able to verify that this condition also denies IW a profitable deviation.)

The final step in specifying the equilibrium assessment is specifying the Representa-

tive’s beliefs after seeing an expensive campaign, i.e., the value of be. Recall that whenever
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an actor puts positive probability on taking two or more different actions at an informa-

tion set, then that actor must be indifferent between taking those actions. Otherwise

mixing would not be optimal. It follows that when 3/8 ≤ ne < 1, then be = 7/10 (see

inequality 19.1). (When ne = 1, R is playing the pure strategy of voting no at each

information set and the pure strategy pooling perfect Bayesian equilibria are described

above.)

Summarizing, there are infinitely many mixed-strategy pooling perfect Bayesian equi-

libria, one for each value of ne satisfying 3/8 ≤ ne < 1. They are:

Strategy profile:

• IS runs a cheap campaign.

• IW runs a cheap campaign.

• If R sees cheap, she votes no. If R sees expensive, she votes no with probability ne.

Belief profile:

• bc = 1/2.

• be = 7/10.

19.4 The Intuitive Criterion.

Making predictions about the outcomes of dynamic interactions through the lens of perfect

Bayesian equilibria deals with some of the limitations of subgame perfection. A PBE

requires every actor to behave optimally at every information set given that actor’s beliefs.

That is, the assessment must be sequentially rational. A PBE also requires that each

player’s beliefs be compatible with the other actors’ strategies. Even so, some assessments

that satisfy these formal requirements and, consequently, are perfect Bayesian equilibria

may not seem like very plausible predictions.

Consider the pooling PBE in which the Representative believes that she is facing the

weak interest group-type for sure after an expensive campaign and, given this belief, votes

no. This PBE is:

Strategy profile:

• IS runs a cheap campaign.

• IW runs a cheap campaign.

• If R sees cheap, she votes no. If R sees expensive, she votes no.
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Belief profile:

• bc = 1/2.

• be = 0.

This PBE is depicted in Figure 19.8 with be = 0.

Sequential rationality requires the Representative to behave optimally given her beliefs.

But how reasonable is it for her to believe that she is facing the weak interest group IW for

sure after seeing an expensive campaign? The meta-theory underlying perfect Bayesian

equilibria is that the Representative believes that both interest group-types intended to

follow their strategies of mounting a cheap campaign. But there is always some chance of

accidental slippage between an intended action and the action taken. By this standard,

any belief, i.e., any value of be, is as plausible as any other.

But what if the Representative asks if either type could possibly have intended to run

an expensive campaign? What if she uses a “volitional” meta-theory to try to rationalize

how an expensive campaign came to be? Clearly neither IW nor IS would intentionally

run an expensive campaign if they expected the Representative to follow her equilib-

rium strategy and vote no. But could either type have conceivably benefited had the

Representative done something else?

Clearly IW cannot possibly benefit by intentionally mounting an expensive campaign.

IW ’s payoff in the pooling PBE is 0. If that group-type runs an expensive campaign, the

best it could do is get a payoff of -1 were R to vote yes. By contrast, IS could possibly

benefit by intentionally running an expensive campaign if R subsequently votes yes. IS’s

equilibrium payoff of 0 would increase to 3.

This reasoning suggests that if R attributes the deviation to an intentional act rather

than an accident, she should conclude that she is facing the type who could conceivably

benefit by mounting an expensive campaign and not the type who could not possibly

benefit. That is, R should conclude that be = 1 and consequently vote yes by sequential

rationality. Note further that all of the pooling equilibria require be ≤ 7/10, so this

reasoning throws all of them out, leaving the separating equilibrium as the only prediction.

The intuitive criterion formalizes this condition on beliefs at out-of-equilibrium in-

formation sets. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium fails the intuitive criterion if there is
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an off-the-equilibrium-path information set following an out-of-equilibrium action a1 at

which:

1. There is at least one sender-type who could not possibly improve on its equilibrium

payoff by taking action a1 regardless of what the receiver believes and then does

after seeing a1 assuming, of course, that the receiver plays optimally given its beliefs.

2. There is at least one sender-type who is sure to be able to improve on its equilibrium

payoff if the receiver puts zero chance on facing any sender-type who could not

possibly benefit by taking action a1.

Note that the intuitive criterion only bites if there are some types who could possibly

benefit from taking the out-of-equilibrium action and some that could not. A PBE passes

the intuitive criterion if no types can benefit or every type can.

Every pooling perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the lobbying game fails the intuitive cri-

terion. IW could not possibly benefit by taking the out-of-equilibrium action of mounting

an expensive campaign while IS could possibly benefit. If, moreover, the Representative

attaches no chance to facing IW after an expensive campaign, i.e., be = 1, then she will

vote yes and IS will now do better by mounting an expensive campaign.

Three important points remain. First, recall that a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is

completely agnostic about what it is reasonable to believe at an out-of-equilibrium infor-

mation set. The motivation behind the intuitive criterion is that under some circumstances

some beliefs are reasonable and some are not. The intuitive criterion then specifies those

of circumstances and what constitute reasonable beliefs when they occur.

The second point is to observe that the progression from Nash to subgame perfection

and then to perfect Bayesian focuses on eliminating implausible strategies. The threaten

actions in some strategies were implausible because following through on them would not

be in that actor’s best interest. The intuitive criterion and its successors shift the focus

from eliminating implausible strategies to eliminating implausible beliefs.4

4Just as there is a progression of equilibrium refinements focusing on strategies, there
is also a progression focusing on beliefs. The intuitive criterion is the only one of these we
discuss as belief refinements quickly become rather esoteric, technical, and of questionable
empirical bite. See Fudenberg and Tirole, Game Theory for a discussion.
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Figure 19.9: Entry deterrence signaling game.

The third important point is to emphasize that a perfect Bayesian equilibrium is a

perfect Bayesian equilibrium whether or not it passes the intuitive criterion. Just as a

Nash equilibrium is still a Nash equilibrium even if it is not subgame perfect, a perfect

Bayesian equilibrium is still a perfect Bayesian equilibrium even if it fails the intuitive

criterion. If, however, passing the intuitive criterion is a condition that we want our

predictions about the outcomes of a strategic interaction to satisfy, then perfect Bayesian

equilibria that fail the intuitive criterion may be discounted as predictions for this reason.

19.5 Example: Deterring entry.

A new airline, Upstart Air, has to decide whether to enter a new market by competing

with Established Air, on the very profitable route between San Francisco and New York.

Established Air has been serving this route for many years and is, well, quite established.

Upstart ’s decision depends on how efficient it thinks Established is. If Established is

very efficient, then trying to compete with it is doomed to failure and Upstart would
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rather stay out. If, by contrast, Established ’s costs are high and it is inefficient, Upstart

wants to enter as it will eventually take over the very profitable market. Upstart, however,

is unsure about Established Air ’s efficiency and thinks there is a 20 percent chance that

it is very efficient (V ) and an 80 percent chance that it is very inefficient (I ).

Established Air knows that Upstart has been eyeing the San Francisco - New York route

and has to decide whether to try to deter Upstart from entering by slashing prices. Lower

prices mean lower profits and Established cannot operate profitably at these lower prices

if it is inefficient. The game in Figure 19.9 represents the interaction where parameter p

is the loss from slashing prices.

19.5.1 Separation.

We first find the values of p for which there is a separating PBE. Figure 19.10 shows what

happens if the types try to separate with the efficient type V taking the less costly action.

By separating this way, I gets the worst outcome, namely, entry at a high cost and payoff

Figure 19.10: Trying to separate with the weak type taking the costly action.
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Figure 19.11: A separating PBE.

p − 2 whereas the worst it could do by maintaining prices is get entry at a lower cost.

The types cannot separate this way. (You should be able to verify this.)

Figure 19.11 shows what happens if I and V try to separate the other way with V

slashing prices and I maintaining them. I ’s payoff to separating this way is 2 whereas it

will get 4 − p if it deviates to slashing prices. Deviation will not be profitable for I as

long as the cost of deterring Upstart from entering is sufficiently high. More specifically,

deviation will not be profitable as long as 2 ≥ 4 − p or p ≥ 2. V ’s payoff to separating

will be at least as good as its payoff to maintaining prices as long as 18−p ≥ 12 or p ≤ 6.

If the price is larger than this, deterring entry is too costly even for the efficient type, and

it will prefer to deviate to maintaining prices.

If p is between 2 and 6, there is a unique separating perfect Bayesian equilibrium:

Strategy profile:

• I maintains prices.

• V slashes prices.
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Figure 19.12: Trying to pooling on slashing prices.

• If U sees stable prices, it enters. If U sees slashed prices, it stays out.

Belief profile:

• bm = 1.

• bs = 0.

19.5.2 Pooling.

We now looking for pooling perfect Bayesian equilibria. Consider first the possibility of

pooling on slashing prices as in Figure 19.12 where we also assume p = 3. If both I and

V slash prices, belief compatibility implies that U ’s updated beliefs after seeing prices

cut is unchanged from its initial beliefs. That is, bs = 4/5. U ’s payoff to entry given

these beliefs is (4/5)(3) + (1/5)(−1) = 11/5 whereas U ’s payoff to staying out is 0. So

U enters by sequential rationality. It clear at this point that I and V cannot pool on

slashing prices. Pooling in this way gives I a payoff of -1 whereas the worst it could do

were it to maintain prices is a payoff of 2.
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Figure 19.13: Pooling on maintaining prices.

Suppose instead that I and V pool on maintaining prices as in Figure 19.13. Belief

compatibility now implies that bm = 4/5. U ’s payoff to entering is (4/5)(6)+(1/5)(−4) =

4, and it’s payoff to staying is again zero. So U enters after it sees stable prices. If pooling

on maintaining prices is to be equilibrium behavior, then neither I nor V can be able

to profit by slashing prices. Restricting attention to pure strategies, U must enter after

seeing slashed prices as V could profitably deviate by slashing prices if U stayed out.

The only remaining task is to pin down what U believes after seeing a price cut. Believe

compatibility does not impose any restrictions on U ’s beliefs bs at the off-the-equilibrium-

path information set following slashed prices. But sequential rationality does. U must

act optimally given its beliefs. This requires

UU(enter) ≥ UU(out)

3bs + (1− bs)(−1) ≥ 0 · bs + (1− bs) · 0

bs ≥ 1/4.
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Pulling all of the pieces together there are infinitely many pooling perfect Bayesian equi-

libria, one for each value of bs between 1/4 and 1 given by

Strategy profile:

• I maintains prices.

• V maintains prices.

• If U sees stable prices, it enters. If U sees price cuts, it also enters.

Belief profile:

• bm = 4/5.

• each bs ∈ [1/4, 1].

19.5.3 Checking the intuitive criterion.

Finally, which PBEs pass the intuitive criterion? Clearly the separating does as there

are no off-the-equilibrium-path information sets. As for the pooling equilibria, I cannot

possibly improve on its equilibrium payoff of 2 regardless of what U believes and then

does after seeing slashed prices. The best U can do is get a payoff of 1 if U believes it

is facing V and stays out. However, sender-type V could do better than its equilibrium

payoff of 12 if U stays out. When some types cannot possibly benefit by taking an out-

of-equilibrium action and some can, a PBE fails the intuitive criterion if a sender-type is

sure to improve on its equilibrium payoff if the receiver, U in this case, when puts zero

chances on facing types who could not possibly have benefited, i.e., zero chance of facing

I. When bs = 0, U stays out, slashing prices is now a profitable deviation for V, and

all of the pooling PBEs fail the intuitive criterion. Requiring our predictions about the

outcome of the strategic interaction to be a PBE satisfying the intuitive criterion makes

the separating equilibrium the unique prediction.

19.5.4 When the cost of slashing prices is low and separation is not possible.

Recall that the cost of slashing prices p had to satisfy 2 ≤ p ≤ 6 in order for there to be

separation. Suppose p = 1. As seen above, separation now fails as I prefers to bluff by

mimicking V. What about the pooling equilibria?

We again focus on pooling on maintaining prices as in Figure 19.14 where the payoffs

now reflect the assumption that p = 1. (You should be able to verify that there are no
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Figure 19.14: Pooling on maintaining prices when p is low.

PBEs in which I and V pool on slashing prices.) As before, belief compatibility requires

bm = 4/5 and sequential rationality implies that U enters after seeing stable prices.

Neither I nor V can be able to profit by slashing prices if pooling on maintaining

prices is to be equilibrium behavior. This means that U must enter after seeing slashed

prices as otherwise I and V could profitably deviate by slashing prices. (We again assume

U plays a pure strategy.) To specify U beliefs after seeing a price cut, note as before that

belief compatibility does not impose any restrictions on U ’s beliefs bs, only sequential

rationality does. U must act optimally given its beliefs which requires

UU(enter) ≥ UU(out)

5bs + (1− bs)(−3) ≥ 0 · bs + (1− bs) · 0

bs ≥ 3/8.

There are again infinitely many pooling PBEs, one for each bs ∈ [3/8, 1]:

Strategy profile:

• I maintains prices.
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• V maintains prices.

• If U sees stable prices, it enters. If U sees price cuts, it also enters.

Belief profile:

• bm = 4/5.

• each bs ∈ [3/8, 1].

Which of these PBEs also satisfy the intuitive criterion? When p = 1, all of the

sender-types can conceivably benefit by slashing prices. Both I and V would do better

than their equilibrium payoffs if U were to stay out after seeing slashed prices. When all

sender-types could do better (or none could), the intuitive criterion does not impose any

restrictions on out-of-equilibrium beliefs. So all of the pooling perfect Bayesian equilibria

now pass the intuitive criterion.

19.6 Signaling games: a recap.

Actors learn about other actors in games – and often in real life – by watching how

the other actors behave and reasoning backwards from the observed behavior to update

their beliefs about the other actors, i.e., their type. Signaling games are the simplest

setting in which we can study learning. An informed actor, the sender, moves first. The

uniformed actor, the receiver, sees what the sender has done, reasons backwards from this

observation to update its beliefs about the sender’s type, and then acts on the basis of

these updated beliefs.

Learning can be bracketed by two extremes. There is complete learning in a separating

equilibrium in which each types takes a different action. As soon as the receiver sees what

the sender does, she can unambiguously reason backwards from the observed action to the

type she must be facing. At the other extreme, the learning process is fully jammed and

there is no learning in a pooling equilibrium in which every type takes the same action.

Seeing this action does not help the receiver to distinguish among the types see might be

facing, and her “updated” posterior beliefs are unchanged from her initial prior beliefs.

An assessment is composed of a strategy profile and a belief profile. A perfect Bayesian

equilibrium is an assessment satisfying two conditions. It must be sequentially rational

and a player’s beliefs must be compatible with the other players’ strategies. In a two-

signal, two-type signaling game, these conditions become:
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Strategy profile:

• Each sender-type plays a best response to the receiver’s strategy.

• The receiver plays optimally at each information set taking the action that maxi-

mizes her payoff given her beliefs.

Belief profile:

• If the sender-types separate by taking different actions, then the receiver believes

after seeing an action that she is facing the one type whose strategy was to take

that action.

• If the sender-types pool by taking the same action, then the receiver’s “updated”

beliefs after seeing that signal are the same as her initial beliefs. There is no restric-

tion on what the receiver believes after seeing the action that no sender-type was

supposed to take.

Perfect Bayesian equilibria are completely agnostic about what it is sensible for the

receiver to belief at an information set that is off the equilibrium path. PBEs do not

put any restrictions on beliefs at these information sets. Any belief is as reasonable as

any other. The intuitive criterion is based on the idea that in some circumstances some

out-of-equilibrium beliefs in a signaling game are unreasonable. If there are some sender-

types that could not possibly have benefited from taking an out-of-equilibrium action

and some who could, reasonable beliefs assign zero chance to facing the types that could

not have benefited. Requiring predictions about the outcome of signaling games to be

perfect Bayesian equilibria that also pass the intuitive criterion sometimes yields a unique

prediction.
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